
Where Magic Meets Mobile Gaming



INTRODUCTION
At Tymedia, we're redefining mobile gaming, 

infusing everyday life with enchantment. 

Join us on a journey where play and magic 
collide to create extraordinary experiences.



Meet Tymeka Lawrence, the driving force behind Tymedia's mobile gaming
innovation. A lifelong gamer and tech enthusiast, Tymeka was inspired to create
Tymedia when she noticed a lack of authentic black characters in mobile games,
especially for her children.

Partnering with her husband, Brock, Tymeka leads game development at
Tymedia while Brock oversees movie production. Tymedia's core focus is 
on diversity and cultural representation, aiming to provide engaging, 
inclusive gaming experiences.

Tymeka believes that gaming should be accessible to everyone. 
Tymedia's mission is to craft captivating and culturally rich 
games, taking the fun of gaming to the next level.

TYMEKA LAWRENCE - THE CREATIVE VISIONARY



THE TYMEDIA EXPERIENCE
Our games are a symphony of creativity, technology, and artistry. Each title is meticulously
designed to offer hours of entertainment and enchantment. We view mobile gaming as a

boundless canvas for storytelling. Dive into unforgettable narratives that draw you into
captivating worlds. Whether you crave thrilling adventures, brain-teasing puzzles, or

immersive simulations, Tymedia offers a diverse range of gaming experiences.



KITCHEN CLOUT - UNLEASH YOUR INNER CHEF!
Meet "Kitchen Clout," our thrilling cooking game
that lets you become a world-class chef. Experience
the rush of competitive cooking as you whip up
your favorite dishes against the clock. Can you
rise to the top and make your restaurant famous?

In "Kitchen Clout," time is your challenge
and culinary stardom is your goal. Are
you ready to put on your chef's hat and
cook your way to the top? Join us now
and let the culinary adventure begin!



FAIRYTALE FRENZY - DIVE INTO ENCHANTMENT!
Welcome to the enchanting realm of "Fairytale Frenzy," where your
childhood stories come to life in an exciting puzzle game. Immerse yourself in
this captivating adventure that offers boundless entertainment through a series
of challenging levels, all featuring your favorite characters and timeless tales. 

As you play, you'll escape into magical
worlds, each more mesmerizing than the
last, and engage your wits with hundreds
of thought-provoking puzzles. "Fairytale
Frenzy" invites you to relive the
enchantment of classic stories while
embarking on a whimsical journey where
magic and puzzles unite. Join us today
and let the fairytale adventure begin!



KNOW IT OR BLOW IT - THE
ULTIMATE TRIVIA CHALLENGE
Step into the world of "Know It or Blow It," where an
epic trivia experience awaits. This game is your chance
to test your knowledge across thousands of different
topics, proving your cleverness to the world while
gaining new, fun, and fascinating facts. 

"Know It or Blow It" is more than just a game; it's an
opportunity to learn and explore, expanding your
horizons with each question. Discover new and
interesting facts, making every round a captivating
learning adventure. But that's not all – your intellect can
also bring incredible rewards. Compete for amazing
prizes and showcase your brilliance to the world.



VEGAS VIP SLOTS – WIN
BIG IN VEGAS STYLE!
Get ready to win big with "Vegas VIP
Slots," the ultimate slot machine game
that brings the Las Vegas experience to
your device. With a variety of exciting
machines and winning opportunities,
you can spin the reels, chase those wins,
and enjoy the thrill of Vegas-style slots
right from the comfort of your home. Are
you ready to take a chance and live the
Vegas dream with "Vegas VIP Slots"?



Tymedia's mission is clear: we create mobile 
games that bring joy while celebrating diversity. 

We prioritize accessibility and inclusivity, designing games for 
all backgrounds. Our creations blend creativity, technology, and 

artistry, offering captivating entertainment from adventures to puzzles. 

We embrace cultural diversity, crafting immersive narratives, and
staying at the forefront of tech trends. Our supportive gaming

community and commitment to improvement drive us to elevate 
the quality of our products. Join us in our mission to make 

every moment magical through Tymedia games.

TYMEDIA'S MISSION - CRAFTING MOBILE GAMING MAGIC



Storytelling Excellence 
We craft captivating

narratives for 
unforgettable experiences.

Continuous Improvement
We evolve and enhance

our games based on
feedback and trends. 
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Fun and Accessibility 

Our games are designed
for everyone, regardless
of age or background.

Cultural Celebration
We celebrate

diversity through
our games.

Innovation
We stay at the

forefront of
technology trends.

Community Engagement
We encourage a

vibrant and supportive
gaming community.

OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
At Tymedia, we stand by a set of guiding principles:

These principles shape our mission to make every moment magical through Tymedia games.



In a groundbreaking move, Tymeka has merged cutting-edge technology from 
both Gofinity and Tymedia, presenting an extraordinary opportunity. Now, 
you can effortlessly tap into the colossal $92 billion mobile gaming industry. 

By sharing Tymedia's captivating games, you not only earn when your friends make
purchases but also when they share the game with their friends, creating a ripple
effect of earnings. This partnership redefines the future of social selling and mobile
gaming, offering you a unique path to claim your slice of this thriving industry. 

UNLEASHING YOUR SHARE OF THE 
$92 BILLION MOBILE GAMING INDUSTRY

X



JOIN THE MAGIC
AND EARN WITH US!

In a world where mobile gaming is part of daily life,
Tymedia is a beacon of creativity, cultural appreciation,
and joy. By joining us, you not only embark on thrilling
adventures, solve challenging puzzles, and explore
imaginative realms but also unlock the opportunity 
to earn real money by sharing our games. 

Discover a world where the power of play 
knows no bounds, and where your passion for 
gaming can be a source of both entertainment and
income. Join us in this exciting journey today!


